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Prevas distributor for testing systems
WATS and skyWATS
Prevas has signed an agreement with Norwegian Virinco for sales of the WATS and
skyWATS testing systems in Scandinavia. With these tools, test data can be read in real
time from any location in the world. It will be a valuable complement to Prevas' other
products and services.
WATS and skyWATS are powerful systems for monitoring and controlling test data. Among other things,
the tools gather data from testing and repair stations and transform it into data that is easy to analyze and
evaluate. Moreover, the skyWATS testing system is an inexpensive, cloud-based version that enables data
collection in real time from all over the world. Prevas can now deliver, install and adapt the systems to
satisfy customers' needs and thus strengthen their competitiveness.
“Virinco's WATS system is a perfect fit for Prevas' product portfolio,” says Søren W. Mathiasen, sales and
marketing manager at Prevas A/S. “Thanks to the new agreement, Prevas can provide high quality
solutions on all levels in automatic testing systems. “This applies to everything from special development of
measurement instruments, integration of testing equipment and testing software to effective connections
between the testing systems and a company's other systems.”
Development of testing systems goes hand in hand with Prevas' expertise in electronics development of
very complex products for the pharmaceutical industry for instance, where testing is an absolute
requirement during development and production.
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About Prevas
With cutting edge expertise in embedded systems and industrial IT, Prevas contributes by providing innovative solutions that create
growth. Prevas was founded in 1985, and the company is the main supplier and development partner to leading companies in
industries such as life science, telecommunications, automotive, defense, energy and engineering. Offices are located in Sweden,
Denmark, Norway and India. The company has approximately 600 employees. Prevas has been listed on the NASDAQ Stockholm
since 1998. For further information, see www.prevas.com.

About Virinco
Virnco's goal is to provide technology, solutions and services that strengthen customers' competitiveness in the global marketplace by
improving product quality and process control in R&D, production and customer service. Virinco's well-proven product platforms and
technological capacity contribute to reducing risks and costs, minimizing lead times, establishing brand value and consequently
increasing profitability throughout the value chain. More information is available at www.virinco.com.

